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Marshall University Board of Governors  
Meeting of April 10, 2024 
 
ITEM: Approval of Degree Addition:  Bachelor of Applied Science 
 
COMMITTEE:   Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Resolved, that the Academic and Student Affairs Committee 

does hereby recommend that the Marshall University Board of 
Governors approve the Degree Addition:  Bachelor of Applied 
Science. 

 
STAFF MEMBER:   Avi Mukherjee 

Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
 

BACKGROUND: 
 
Workforce development, after high school, has historically been administered in Community and 
Technical Colleges (CTCs). Students who earn Associate of Arts (AA) and Associate of Science (AS) 
degrees at regionally accredited CTCs are positioned to transfer into traditional bachelor degree programs 
at 4-year institutions. However, students who earn Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degrees have few 
options to advance their education (without starting over), advance or change their careers, or build new 
skill sets. The BAS is designed specifically for AAS students who seek to advance their educational 
levels and consequently their careers. 
 
There are increasing demands for a workforce that is well educated (in a broad sense) and able to 
successfully execute the demands of the growing number of positions available across a wide variety of 
work sectors (e.g., businesses, agencies and industries). An analysis from Hanover Research documented 
that there is a positive intersection of workforce trends and the number of AAS degrees awarded, 
Workforce development organizations are recommending that West Virginia increase the number of 
citizens with bachelor’s degrees and the BAS provides a path to the end. There is a moderate to high 
demand for workers in various fields (e.g., education, health care, finance and technology) who hold 
bachelor’s degrees. 
 
Degree Profile 
The BAS is an undergraduate degree that emphasizes the integration of technical skills (acquired while 
earning an AAS degree at a CTC) with the knowledge and new skill sets acquired in the BAS program. It 
is comprehensive enough to satisfy individuals who have little to no workforce experience and robust 
enough to elevate the knowledge and skills of seasoned members of the workforce. The program may be 
completed by full-time and part-time students, allowing students the opportunity to set their own pace. 
Furthermore, in many cases students will be able to complete the program on-campus or through hybrid 
courses, hyflex courses, online courses or any combination of delivery types. 
 
The BAS degree recognizes that workplace problems are interdisciplinary in nature, hence a program that 
promotes a broader study rather than having students pursue a traditional, major-driven 4-year degree is 
desirable. Instead of requiring students to select a single major to study, the BAS degree is unique in that 
students choose two “professional development pathways” to build their skills sets. These pathways 
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might be recognized minors, concentrations, or areas of emphasis and present opportunities for students to 
develop or strengthen various skill sets (e.g., accounting, business communication, entrepreneurship). 
Additionally, students in the BAS program will complete a minimum of 6 credit hours of experiential-
based learning, which will take place in the workplace. The flexible nature of the BAS program allows us 
to provide individualized academic maps for each student in the BAS program. 
 
Fiscal Note 
No additional resources are needed at this time as the program depends upon existing courses and minors 
that are already being offered. 
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Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS)
Intent to Plan
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ITP Request Management
Department/Division:  University College, Marshall University
College:  University College
Contact Person:  Dr. Karen McComas
Contact Phone:  3046962983
Academic Level:  Undergraduate
Title of Degree:  Bachelor of Applied Science 
Effective Date:  Fall Semester, AY 20242025

Brief Summary/Abstract

 There are increasing demands for a workforce that is well educated, in a 
broad sense, and able to successfully execute the demands of the growing 
number of positions available across a wide variety of work sectors (e.g., 
businesses and industries). 

 Students who earn Associate of Arts (AA) and Associate of Science (AS) 
degrees at regionally accredited CTCs are positioned to transfer into bachelor
degree programs. However, students who earn Associate of Applied Science 
(AAS) degrees have few options to advance their careers, change their 
careers, or build new skill sets. The BAS is designed specifically for AAS 
students who seek to advance their educational levels and their careers. 

 The BAS is an undergraduate degree that emphasizes the practical 
application of the knowledge and skills gained during a course of study. 

 More commonly seen in technical fields (such as physical sciences, business, 
etc.), students who pursue a BAS degree gain experience in applying 
knowledge and skills in increasingly complex contexts. In this way students 
learn, within the context of the workplace, to think critically about problems 
in the workplace, to understand those problems from multiple perspectives, 
and to design and test solutions to those problems.

 Instead of requiring students to select a single major to study, BAS degrees 
are unique in that they typically focus on the development of authentic skill 
sets in the context of one or more employment sectors to guide students in 
their last two years of study. 

 The BAS degree recognizes that workplace problems are interdisciplinary in 
nature, hence a program that promotes a broader study rather than having 
students pursue a traditional, major-driven 4-year degree.

Program Description
Program Mission: 

Marshall University’s mission ( https://www.marshall.edu/mission/ ), inspired by our Vision and Creed, includes a 
commitment to each of the five items below. For each, you will find an explanation of how the BAS degree aligns 
with the mission. 

1. Offer a wide range of high quality, affordable, and accessible 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional education that prepares 
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students to think, learn, work, and live in an evolving global society. 
The Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) degree is specifically designed for 
individuals who have completed a course of study and received an AAS 
degree from a regionally accredited institution of higher education. The BAS 
is an undergraduate degree that emphasizes the practical application of the 
knowledge and skills gained during a course of study. More commonly seen in
technical fields (such as physical sciences, business, etc.), students who 
pursue a BAS degree gain experience in applying knowledge and skills in 
increasingly complex contexts. In this way students learn, within the context 
of the workplace, to think critically about problems in the workplace, to 
understand those problems from multiple perspectives, and to design and 
test solutions to those problems. Instead of requiring students to select a 
single major to study, BAS degrees are unique in that they typically focus on 
the development of authentic skill sets in the context of one or more 
employment sectors to guide students in their last two years of study. The 
BAS degree recognizes that workplace problems are interdisciplinary in 
nature, hence a program that promotes a broader study rather than having 
students pursue a traditional, major-driven 4-year degree.

2. Create opportunities and experiences to foster understanding and 
appreciation of the rich diversity of thought and culture. In the BAS 
program, students participate in a variety of active engagements within 
different communities, industries, systems, and frameworks. This variety 
allows students to experience different ways of thinking, solving problems 
and interacting with others in a professional capacity.

3. Maintain a dynamic intellectual, artistic, and cultural life by 
promoting and supporting research and creative activities by 
undergraduates, graduates, and faculty. With their faculty mentors, 
course instructors, and community partners, students enrolled in the BAS 
program will have opportunities to participate in scholarly research, program 
development, program assessment and other creative activities. These 
activities will be embedded within courses taken in selected pathways of 
study, available through independent study or special topic courses, and in 
their experiential placements.

4. Contribute to the quality of life of the community, region, and 
beyond through applied research, economic development, health 
care, and cultural enrichment. The applied nature of this degree program 
means that upon graduation, students will be workforce ready, having gained
knowledge and skills in their selected pathways. Because students will select 
a pathway (e.g., advanced manufacturing, entrepreneurship) that addresses 
an area of need identified by the state of WV, along with two other related 
areas, and focus on the development of various skill sets, they will be ready 
to make an immediate impact on the life of the community, region, and 
beyond.

5. Cultivate the development of an inclusive, just, and equitable 
community. The opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills in situ while
they are students will provide students with experiences that require them to 
understand the context in which they are working. In other words, they will 
learn how to integrate the culture and cultural practices of the communities 
in which they work to generate more inclusive, more just, and more equitable
communities.
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Program Location: 

The BAS program will reside in University College. The primary mission of University College is to “offer students
a solid foundation of academic skills for progression into another Marshall University college to declare a major and
graduate.”  The college achieves this mission by “adhering to national academic advising standards, providing 
professional academic guidance in a holistic and caring manner, understanding and practicing inclusion, operating 
with high ethical standards, embracing innovation and creativity, collaborating with the university community to 
ensure student success, safeguarding the privacy of students, and encouraging student engagement in their own 
educational experience. University College extends this mission to all Marshall students by providing a broad range 
of academic services and transitional support programs.”
University College has personnel who are prepared to assist students who are new to Marshall University who 
may need special supports to make a successful transition into a 4-year baccalaureate program. While University 
College typically works with firsttime, fulltime students, prospective BAS students are not unlike the students 
University College typically works with. Specifically, prospective BAS students may need additional support to 
effectively transition from community and technical college teaching practices and from a smaller student body and 
smaller classes to an institution the size of Marshall University.

Program Features: 

1. Summary of Important Features: 

 The Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) degree is specifically 
designed for individuals who have completed a 2-year course of 
study and received an earned AAS degree from a regionally 
accredited institution of higher education. 

 Instead of requiring students to select a single major to study, 
students in the BAS program will typically identify a field of 
study. Within that field of study, students will identify two or 
more professional development pathways (e.g., minors, areas of 
emphasis, concentrations, or certificates) to complete. These 
pathways focus on building knowledge and skills that will enable 
students to achieve their career goals.

 The BAS is an undergraduate degree that emphasizes the practical 
application of the knowledge and skills acquired during a course of study. 

 More commonly seen in technical fields, physical sciences, and business, 
students who pursue a BAS degree learn how to apply skills and 
knowledge in situ. In this way students learn, within the context of the 
workplace, to think critically about problems in the workplace, to 
understand those problems from a “customer” perspective, and to design 
and test solutions to those problems. 

 BAS degrees typically recognize that workplace problems are 
interdisciplinary in nature, so they promote a broader study than pursuing
a traditional, major-driven 4-year degree.

2. Program Learning Outcomes: The BAS is, by its very nature, one that 
requires active student engagement using refined sets of skills to solve 
authentic problems. The following program learning outcomes (1-5) reflect 
the skill sets which will enable most students the skills required to solve 
complex problems. Learning outcome #6 specifically addresses the skill set 
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that will assist students in making a transition from academic learning to 
application of learning. At the same time students are developing their skill 
sets, they are acquiring knowledge. 

a. Integrative Thinking: Students will make connections and transfer skills
and knowledge among varied disciplines, domains of thinking, and 
situations. [This outcome is required in all courses carrying the critical 
thinking designator.]

b. Metacognitive Thinking: Students will evaluate the effectiveness of a 
project plan or strategy to determine the degree of their improvement in 
knowledge and skills.

c. Ethical and Civic Thinking: Students will determine the origins of core 
beliefs and ethical principles, evaluate the ethical basis of professional 
rules and standards of conduct, evaluate how academic theories and 
public policy inform one another to support civic well-being, and analyze 
complex ethical problems to address competing interests.

d. Quantitative Thinking: Students will analyze real-world problems 
quantitatively, formulate plausible estimates, assess the validity of 
visual representations of quantitative information, and differentiate valid
from questionable statistical conclusions.

e. Intercultural Thinking: Students will evaluate generalizations about 
cultural groups, analyze how cultural beliefs might affect communication 
across cultures, evaluate how specific approaches to global issues will 
affect multiple cultural communities or political institutions, and untangle
competing economic, religious social, political or geographical interests of 
cultures groups in conflict.

f. Community Engagement: Students will build trusting and collaborative 
relationships with communities (people); guide and support communities
as they define community goals, plan and execute community actions to 
achieve those goals, and evaluate the effectiveness of their community 
actions (practices); contribute to the development of new community 
standards (policy); and, lead efforts to evaluate community efforts with 
an eye toward ongoing improvement for future efforts (performance). 

3. Additional Program Outcomes:

a. The program will develop, maintain, and sustain relationships with a 
variety of community organizations, businesses, and industries to provide 
places and spaces where students can actively and authentically apply 
their knowledge and skills to solve problems. 

b. The program will provide students with multiple frameworks, learned in 
their professional development complement areas, through which they 
might identify, understand and solve problems.

c. The program will use design thinking processes to identify, understand 
and solve problems. 

d. The program will establish a data-driven, evidence-based culture to 
promote the importance of lifelong learning.

4. Admissions and Performance Standards: 
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a. Students must have an earned (AAS degree from a regionally accredited 
institution of higher education. This degree serves as a block transfer and 
fulfills the general education requirements of the BAS degree.

b. Students may transfer up to 72 hours of coursework that was required for 
their AAS degree program. 

c. Students must maintain a 2.0 to remain in the program.
d. Students may need to fulfill additional requirements if required by in 

specific courses or in their experiential placements (e.g., background 
check, TB test). 

5. Program Requirements: 

a. Credit Hours: 120 credit hours (minimum) which must include at least 30 
hours of upper division coursework and at least 30 hours of coursework 
taken at Marshall University. 

b. General Education: An earned Associate in Applied Sciences degree, from 
a regionally accredited institution of higher education, fulfills the general 
education requirements.

c. Professional Development Pathways: The BAS degree is designed to allow 
students, who want to extend their education in personally meaningful 
ways, to capitalize on interdisciplinary and integrative learning through 
the pursuit of professional development pathways (e.g., minors, areas of 
emphasis, concentrations, or certificates). Students must complete at 
least 2 professional development pathways. 

d. Experiential Placements: 
i. Students must complete at least 6 hours of field experience 
(e.g., sustained immersion over the course of a semester such as an 
internship or co-op placement), related to their professional 
development pathways.
ii. Students may need to fulfill additional requirements if required 
by their experiential placement (e.g., background check, TB test). 

e. Summary - Students in the BAS program will be eligible for graduation if 
they have:

i. Completed 30 hours of upper division coursework.
ii. Completed 30 hours of coursework at Marshall University.
iii. Completed 2 professional development pathways.
iv. Completed 6 hours of field experience. 
v. Completed a total of 120 hours (includes hours required for 
completion of the AAS degree).
vi. A 2.0 grade point average.

6. Majors to be offered: None 

7. Specializations/Areas of Emphasis: Students will complete two 
professional development pathways to support them in building knowledge 
and skills within the context of a field of study (e.g., aviation, 
entrepreneurship, cybersecurity, health care, etc.). Each pathway (e.g., 
minors, areas of emphasis, concentrations, certificates, etc.) represents a 
specialization.
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8. Minimum Credit Hours to Complete the Program: 120 credit hours

9. Research-tool Requirements: Requirements are variable and depend upon
which courses students take and where they complete their field experiences.

10. Examination Procedures: Examination procedures for student 
learning will be conducted according to the syllabi for the courses students 
enroll in. In some cases students might be taking examinations, developing 
projects, or demonstrating learning through application of knowledge and 
skills in their field placements. 

11. Requirements for a Research Paper, Thesis or Dissertation: 
None

12. Field Work or Similar Requirements: Students are required to 
complete 6 hours of field experience in placements related to their field of 
study or professional development pathways.

13. Other Information to describe the program:

Program Delivery

 The program is built around existing courses which are organized to provide 
opportunities for students to develop integrated and multidisciplinary bodies of 
knowledge and relevant skill sets. 

 Depending upon which professional development pathways and other courses 
students elect to take, the program could be completed on-campus, with hybrid 
courses, with hyflex courses, with online courses, or with any combination of the 
above.

 The program may be completed by full-time and part-time students, allowing 
students the opportunity to set their own pace.

Program Need & Justification
Hanover Research (see attached Academic Program Assessment) completed an analysis of student demand trends, 
labor market demand, and market competitors and recommended that Marshall University should offer the Bachelor 
of Applied Science degree program. Further, they reported the following:

 There is a positive intersection of workforce trends and the number of AAS 
degrees awarded. 

 Workforce development organizations are recommending that WV increase 
the number of citizens with bachelor’s degrees and the BAS provides a path 
to that end for individuals who have been less likely to pursue additional 
degrees.

 There is a moderate or high demand for workers in various fields who hold 
bachelor’s degrees.  
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 West Virginia has a goal of 60% of citizens in the state will have a certificate 
or degree by 2030. Estimates are that 50.8% of the 25 years and older 
segment of the population have some college credits; 25% of the population 
have a bachelor’s degree or higher.

Will Degree Program be similar in title or content to an existing Degree Program or Major 
at the University?

Some may consider this degree program to be like the RBA degree, and there are similarities. These similarities 
include:

1. Prior Learning Experience: Both degree programs recognize the value of 
experience in the learning enterprise; students may be granted credit for 
prior learning experiences completed outside of their academic journey.

2. Flexibility: Both degrees offer students flexibility in course selection and in 
the sequencing and pacing of coursework.

Likewise, there are important differences between the RBA and BAS degrees. These differences include:

1. Focus: Students in the RBA program are not required to identify a focus for 
their studies (although many will). Students in the BAS program are required
to complete at least two professional development pathways.

2. Eligibility – High School Graduation: Students in the RBA must have 
been out of high school for at least 3 years before enrolling in the RBA 
program. There are no limitations relating to the date of completion of high 
school for students in the BAS degree program; they only need to have 
completed an AAS degree. 

Existing Programs
List similar programs (and their locations) offered by other institutions (public or private) in West Virginia. State 
why additional programs or locations are desirable. 

School Name BAS Degree? Degree In? (Content Area)

Bethany College No

Bluefield State University Yes Interdisciplinary Concentration
PreMedicine Concentration

Concord University No

Davis & Elkins College No

Fairmont State University No

Glenville State University Yes No concentration

Shepherd University No

University of Charleston No

West Liberty University No

West Virginia State University No
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WVUInstitute of Technology No

WVUPotomac State College No

West Virginia Weslyan College No

Wheeling University No

Learning Outcomes of the Marshall University Baccalaureate Degree Profile

 Marshall University’s Baccalaureate Degree Profile represents nine different 
skill sets which, taken together, represent the most common program 
outcomes across our many academic units. 

 These skill sets represent nine different kinds of critical thinking: 
communication fluency, creative thinking, ethical and civic thinking, 
information literacy, inquiry-based thinking, integrative thinking, intercultural 
thinking, metacognitive thinking, and quantitative thinking. 

 Five of these (integrative thinking, metacognitive thinking, ethical and civic 
thinking, quantitative thinking, and intercultural thinking) come directly from 
the Marshall University Baccalaureate Degree Profile. 

 The sixth, Community Engagement, supports the community relationships 
the program must develop, maintain and sustain.  

Relationship to Marshall’s Strategic Vision
The vision of Marshall University: To inspire learning and creativity that ignites the mind, nurtures the spirit, and 
fulfills the promise of a better future.
The BAS degree program aligns closely with the vision of Marshall University. The intent of the program is to 
create linkages between technical learning (skill development) and academic learning (knowledge development) 
equipping students with the practical skills and knowledge needed to succeed in the workforce. As an applied 
degree, the attention to blending skills and knowledge throughout their education serves to Inspire students to learn, 
as can be seen in those aspects of the program where students are engaged in addressing and solving real problems. 
In many cases, that inspiration leads students to develop creative solutions to persistent problems. Solving difficult 
problems nurtures our spirits as we find satisfaction in empowering individuals and communities. Finally, when 
problems are solved, we have more time to address new problems, act, and evaluate the outcomes of our processes.
Marshall aims to provide education and opportunities that foster the Intellectual, cultural, and economic 
development of Its students and the communities it serves. The BAS degree Is designed to create linkages between 
technical and academic education, equipping students with the practical skills and knowledge needed to succeed in 
the workforce. By offering the BAS degree, Marshall University demonstrates its commitment to preparing students 
for meaningful careers and contributing to the economic growth of the region. 

Relationship to the Statewide Master Plan
The Higher Education Policy Commission’s (HEPC) Vice Chancellor, Dr. Corley Dennison wrote (in an email to 
Stephen Tipler), that Marshall University is not required to follow the 2018 state master plan. Tipler noted that 
Dennison suggested we refer to Series 10 as the main instrument for program planning. 
Series 10 (Policy Regarding Program Review and Planning) has an effective date of September 2, 2022, and guides 
institutions to consider the “full breadth of academic programs and the resources necessary to support them.” The 
HEPC, through Series 10, has identified external demand, quality of outcomes, and delivery cost as the “priority 
core components” of program evaluation. 
Through this Intent to Plan, we demonstrate that there is demand for this degree (see attached Hanover report); our 
degree includes outcomes that target the development of knowledge and skills and integrates well with our general 
education and other requirements all students must complete (e.g., capstone experience, internships); and lowcost 
delivery because it capitalizes on existing structures and processes that have capacity to serve more students. 
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Program Planning and Development

History of Development and Submission of this Program Proposal
Students who earn AA and AS degrees at a CTC are positioned to transfer into 4year academic programs. However,
students who earn AAS degrees have few options to advance their careers, change their careers, or build new skill 
sets. The BAS is designed specifically for AAS students who seek to advance their educational levels and their 
careers. 

What Resources (e.g., personnel, financial, equipment) have already been invested in this 
program?

This program relies upon existing resources. personnel (e.g., faculty, college administrators, advisors). No additional
financial support or equipment is required at this time.

What Planning activities have supported this proposal? 
The proposed BAS was developed through a collaboration between the academic leaders at Marshall (e.g., 
Academic Affairs, Deans, faculty, etc.), academic leaders at MCTC and other WV CTCs, workforce leaders, and 
faculty. In our meetings, we discussed how we might support each other, tested ideas, selected target employment 
sectors/fields of study, and identified professional development pathways. In all conversations we are having with 
prospective partners, we are receiving positive feedback about the importance of this degree.

Clientele and Need
The BAS degree serves a wide variety of individuals and needs. It is comprehensive enough to satisfy individuals 
who have little to no workforce experience and robust enough to elevate the knowledge and skills of seasoned 
members of the workforce.

Indicate any special characteristics, such as age, vocation or academic background

1. We anticipate having students who matriculated to a CTC immediately after 
completing high school and completed their AAS degree in 2-3 years 
(depending on length of program, full-time or part-time attendance, etc.). 

2. We also expect students who have been in the workforce and want to add to 
their skill sets to be current and enhance their career options. 

Indicate manpower needs, interest on the part of industry, research or other institutions, 
governmental agencies, or other indicators, justifying the need for the program

1. A recent report from Hanover Research showed that education, finance, 
technology, and business occupations were in high or moderate demand in 
WV. 

2. A recent report from Hanover Research reported that the demand for 
associate degrees in WV is increasing with a 4.0 percent growth between 
2017-2021. While that growth does not distinguish between the type of 
associate degree (AA, AS, or AAS), Hanover found that 17 WV community and
technical colleges award AAS degrees. Further, approximately 2000 students 
each year (2,199 AAS degrees were conferred in 2022) will graduate from a 
WV community and technical college with an AAS degree. 

Employment Opportunities

1. The Hanover Research report reported that there is high demand for 
occupations in education, finance, technology, and business through 2026.

2. Furthermore, there is moderate demand for the following:
a. Computer Occupations (Computer Systems Analysts; Software 

Developers; Database Administrators; Network and Computer Systems 
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Administrators)
b. Finance Occupations (Cost Estimators; Financial Analysts; Personal 

Financial Advisors)
c. STEM Occupations (Electrical, Industrial, Civil, Environmental, 

Mechanical, Mining and GeologicalEngineers; Conservation or 
Environmental Scientists; Chemists; Surveyors)

d. Human Resources Occupations (Training and Development Specialists; 
Operations Research Analysts; Compensation, Benefits, and Job 
Analysis Specialists)

e. Social Work and Education Occupations (Child, Family, and School 
Social Workers; Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers; 
Health Educations; Probation Officers; Teachers)

f. Other Occupations (Clergy, Directors of Religious Activities; Graphic 
Designers; Producers and Directors; Writers and Authors; Dietitians 
and Nutritionists; Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists; Market
Research Analysts)

3. Top employers for individuals holding bachelor’s degrees include: Humana, 
WV Department of Transportation, WVU, state of West Virginia, Bureau for 
Social Services, Deloitte, ICF, Genesis Healthcare, Marshall University, CDM 
Smith, Guidehouse, Oracle. 

Program Impact
Because BAS students will be selecting at least two professional development pathways within the context of an 
employment sector, some programs, departments, and colleges will see an increase in the number of students taking 
their courses. Based on the incentive based budgeting model, this will result in an increase in the amount of money 
flowing into the colleges. 

Opportunity Costs of this program, including enrollment, faculty load, and resources in 
other programs

1. New Segment: The BAS degree program serves a segment of the population
we have never recruited; students entering this program would not be likely 
to attend Marshall at all if not for this degree.

2. Competitive Advantage: As noted in a previous section, there are only two 
other schools in the state who offer something like the degree program we 
are proposing. Given the demand for and potential for growth, we would have
a competitive advantage by offering the degree now. 

Cooperative Arrangements

1. Multiple cooperative arrangements already exist. Many of those are managed
through the Office of Career Education and some are managed and 
maintained by departments/colleges.

2. Courses to be taken by registered students already exist in the various 
departments and schools. Consequently, the equipment required will be 
available to them because they are registered students. 

3. Marshall Advanced Manufacturing Center, Coalfield Development, Mountwest 
Community and Technical College (and others in-state and out-of-state)

Alternatives to Program Development
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1. Transfer: Most AAS degrees require fewer general education courses than an 
AA or AS degree because the bulk of the required coursework is applied 
studies in which students engage in experiences that allow them to practice, 
develop, and master a technical skill. Should those students transfer into a 4-
year school or program to acquire a BA or BS (or equivalent degree), they 
would have to complete all the general education requirements and any pre-
requisite coursework. This could realistically take an additional three years, at
least. A BAS degree typically requires only two more years which is easily 
achieved when the AAS is applied as a block demonstrating completion of the
general education requirements.

2. Articulation Agreement 2 + 2: Like the transfer option discussed above, the 
students would be responsible for fulfilling most of the general education 
requirements, thus lengthening their stay in the academy and increasing 
their financial burden. 

Program Financial Information

New Program Specific Fees 
None

Revenue self-generating by year 10? 
Yes

 Describe any institutional plans to reallocate resources to the program in each year of five-
year period

None

Supplemental Resource Needs, beyond usual institutional allocations or regular budget 
process

None beyond what we would normally consider with increased enrollment. For example, with increased enrollment 
we had to add advisors in a couple of areas. As the BAS enrollment increases, we could reach a point of requiring an
additional advisor. That would most likely be a new position request.

Projection of Program Size
We anticipate having between 80100 students at the end of five years. 

Program Implementation and Projected Resource Requirements
Program Administration 

Because the BAS program is not based within a single disciplinary field of study; it will be based within the 
University College unit. University College already has advisors and an administrative framework that can absorb 
and support this new degree program and the students who enroll in it.  

Program Projections
We know, from the Hanover report, that the projected market for the BAS degree includes 2,199 AAS conferrals in 
WV in 2022. Furthermore, there are additional candidates in Ohio and Kentucky.

1. Because we will have a later start for recruiting for and marketing the 
program, we will likely have a “warm” start in fall 2024. Still, we believe we 
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could recruit approximately 2.5% of the potential market and enroll 55 
students for fall 2024. 

2. A major variable in our projections is the enrollment status of the students. 
Students in this program may participate on either a part-time or full-time 
basis. We anticipate that students who pursue the BAS immediately after 
receiving their AAS degree are more likely to attend full-time (assuming they 
were full-time at their CTC). Prospective students who are currently working 
will likely attend on a part-time basis. For Form 1, we will assume that 1/3 of 
the students will be enrolled as full-time students and 2/3 of the students will 
be enrolled as part-time students. This distribution was used to determine 
FTE. 

3. A related, but different variable, is the number of hours students, particularly 
those enrolled as part-time students, might take each semester. For Form 1, 
we will assume that part-time students will enroll in 3 hours in both fall and 
spring terms for a total of 6 hours per academic year. Additionally, we 
assume that full-time students will enroll in 12 hours per semester for a total 
of 24 hours per academic year.
a. Contents of Form 1 were derived in this manner:

i. Headcount: Assumed 2.5% of the prospective market of 2,199 
students would enroll in first year. Projected 10% growth, year over 
year, through the fifth year.
ii. FTE: Derived from an assumption that 1/3 of the students would 
be full-time and 2/3 of the students would be part-time. Assumed full-
time students would complete 24 credit hours over the course of a 
year and that part-time students would complete 6 credit hours over 
the course of a year. 
iii. SCH: Derived from the assumptions noted above with regard to 
headcount and FTE.
iv. Degrees Granted: Using the data found in Tracking Transfer: 
Measures of Effectiveness in Helping Community College Students to 
Complete Bachelor’s Degrees (Shapiro et al., 2017) we calculated that 
42% of the students who transfer with a degree in hand would 
complete a 4-year degree. 

Faculty Instructional Requirements 
Students in the BAS program will be taking courses that are already being offered by existing faculty. 

Library Resources and Instructional Materials
Because the BAS program does not introduce a new discipline or area of study, the existing library resources and 
instructional materials will be sufficient. 

Support Service Requirements
Because the BAS program does not introduce a new discipline or area of study, the existing instructional materials 
and requirements will be sufficient.

Facilities Requirements
Because the BAS program is built on existing programs, pathways, and courses, no additional space is required.  

Operating Resource Requirements
The BAS program is different from almost all other degree programs in that University College, where the degree 
will be housed, is not a revenue unit. 
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Instead, University College is funded as a support unit. Further, it provides a fully functional administrative unit 
with the capacity to manage the BAS program and students. Specifically, there are already administrators, advisors, 
and clerical workers in University College who have the capacity to absorb the BAS students, just as they absorbed 
additional students in fall of 2023. 
As a support unit, University College makes a budget request each year in the new budget model. This request will 
include salaries as well as nonsalary costs.  University College will need to propose a budget request each year 
sufficient to cover the costs of advising and operating the BAS program (not including instructional expenses).  It is 
anticipated that this request will not exceed the 25% of net tuition that University College would receive for each 
BAS major if University College were a revenue unit.   

Source of Operating Resources
The new budget model provides a map of the source and recipients of operating resources.
For example:   

1. The new budget model normally directs 75% of net student tuition to the 
college of instruction. This will cover the instructional cots for the BAS 
students.

2. The budget model normally directs 25% of net student tuition to the college 
of the major. Because University College is not a revenue unit, they will not 
receive this revenue directly. However, the program can operate with funding
equivalent to the 25% of net tuition that would be allocated if UC were a 
revenue unit.
a. The allocation in the FY22 model budget is $938 per full-time student per 

year. 
b. As we gain more students in University College, we may reach a point 

where we will require additional advisors. New advisors typically have a 
starting salary of $54,000 including benefits. Most advisors of students 
who are high touch, as many of the prospective BAS students will be, have
caseloads of 125. The cost per student for advising is $432. As noted 
above, University College will have available approximately $938 per full-
time student per year. This amount easily covers the cost per student in 
advising. 

c. All other administrative functions are already in place and functional with 
the capacity to absorb the BAS students.

Tentative Curriculum
Tentative Curriculum Outline

The flexible nature of the BAS degree program allows us to provide individualized academic maps to our BAS 
students. The table below provides an example of some of the combinations students might choose. 
As an example, students graduating from Marshall’s Aviation Maintenance program will have an AAS degree. 
Those students who want to further their education could then seek admission for a bachelor’s degree. If the students
are interested in building aviation maintenance businesses they might decide, based on their own needs, to select the 
following professional development pathways: Business Communications and Accounting. Different students might 
select a different combination of professional development pathways.  
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{ skill sets }

Innovation Leadership Economic 
Development

Community 
Development

Aviation General 
Business (15) 

Entrepreneurshi
p (15)

Business 
Communications

(15)

Accounting (15)
Finance (18)

Advanced 
Manufacturing

Engineering 
Science (18)

Japanese 
Studies (15)

Business 
Communications

(15)

Economics (15)

Cybersecurity Entrepreneurshi
p (15)

Business 
Communications

(15)

Management 
Information 

Systems (12)

Criminal Justice 
(15)

Energy 
Sustainability

Environmental 
Science (17-19)

Physics and 
Physical Science

(14)
Sustainability 

(15)

Business 
Communications

(15)
Public Relations 

(15-21)

Management 
Information 

Systems (12)

Natural 
Resources & 
Recreation 

Management 
(15)

Entrepreneurshi
p

Game 
Development 

(15)
Web 

Development 
(15)

Business 
Communications

(15)
Journalism (15)
Public Relations 

(15-21)

Accounting (15)
Advertising (15)

Music 
Entrepreneurshi

p (15)

Hospitality & 
Tourism 

Marketing (15)

Healthcare Addiction 
Studies (15)

Social Work (15)

Business 
Communications

(15)

General 
Business (15) 

Health & 
Wellness (14)

Clientele and Need
The BAS degree serves a wide variety of individuals and needs. It is comprehensive enough to satisfy individuals 
who have little to no workforce experience and robust enough to elevate the knowledge and skills of seasoned 
members of the workforce.

Indicate Personnel Needs
No additional personnel will be needed to deliver the curriculum.

Cooperative Arrangements
We will work cooperatively with other support units on campus (e.g., career education) to assist students in 
achieving their goals.  Career education has the necessary resources to assist in placing students in field experiences 
and in helping students market themselves at the completion of their bachelor’s degree.

Any Additional Supporting Documentation

External Analysis of the Program, if any
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See Hanover report.

References
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(Form 1) FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION OF PROGRAM SIZE1

First Year
(2024-25)

Second 
Year 

(2025-26)

Third Year
(2026-27)

Fourth 
Year (2027-

28)

Fifth Year
(2028-29)

Number of students served 
through course offerings of the 
program:

The BAS program does not offer content courses. Students will 
register for internships and coops in UNI sections specifically 

designed for the BAS students.

Headcount

FTE

# of SCHs generated by courses 
within the program (entire 

academic year)

Number of Majors:

Headcount 55 61 67 74 81

FTE 27 30 33 37 40

# of SCHs generated by courses 
within the program (entire 

academic year)

654 726 798 894 972

Number of degrees to be granted 
(annual total)

0 12 13 15 17

1 See item 2 in the “Program Implementation and Projected Resource Requirements” section
for information on the source of the information included in this chart. 

(Form 2) FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION 

OF
TOTAL OPERATING RESOURCES 

REQUIREMENTS*

First Year
(2024-25)

Second 
Year 

(2025-26)

Third Year
(2026-27)

Fourth 
Year (2027

-28)

Fifth Year
(2028-29)

University College is funded as a support unit. Further, it provides a fully functional administrative unit with 
the capacity to manage the BAS program and students. Specifically, there are already administrators, advisors,
and clerical workers in University College who have the capacity to absorb the BAS students. 
As a support unit, University College makes a budget request each year in the new budget model. This request
will include salaries as well as nonsalary costs.  University College will need to propose a budget request 
each year sufficient to cover the costs of advising and operating the BAS program (not including instructional 
expenses).  It is anticipated that this request will not exceed the 25% of net tuition that University College 
would receive for each BAS major if University College were a revenue unit.

A. FTE Positions

1. Administrators

2. Fulltime Faculty
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3. Adjunct Faculty

4. Graduate Assistants

5. Other Personnel:

a. Clerical Workers

b. Professionals

Note: Include percentage of time of 
current personnel.

B. Operating Costs (Appropriate 
funds only)

1. Personal Services:

a. Administrators

b. Fulltime Faculty

c. Adjunct Faculty

d. Graduate Assistants

e. NonAcademic Personnel:

i. Clerical 
Workers

ii. Professionals

Total Salaries

2. Current Expenses

3. Repairs and Alterations

4. Equipment

a. Educational Equipment
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b. Library Books

5. Nonrecurring Expenses

Total Costs

C. Sources

1. General Fund Appropriation
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Marshall University Board of Governors  
Meeting of April 10, 2024 
 
ITEM: Approval of Degree Addition:  Master of Arts in Applied 

Behavior Analysis 
 
COMMITTEE:   Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Resolved, that the Academic and Student Affairs Committee 

does hereby recommend that the Marshall University Board of 
Governors approve the Degree Addition:  M.A. in Applied 
Behavior Analysis. 

 
STAFF MEMBER:   Avi Mukherjee 

Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
 

BACKGROUND: 
 
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) is the application of scientific principles taken from behavior analysis 
to promote significant social behavior change. The goal of ABA is to improve learning and decrease 
challenging behavior, which may impact the individual’s quality of life. ABA is an effective intervention 
for many problems and populations including those with and without specific diagnoses, across settings. 
Students in the program will learn the underlying philosophy of ABA, as well as their application to 
improve the quality of life of clients diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, other developmental 
disorders and substance abuse. 
 
The program consists of 33 hours of coursework, which will allow students to obtain a Master of Arts 
Degree in ABA. Completion of the course work will allow students to sit for the Board Certified 
Behavior Analyst® (BCBA®) exam and, where applicable, become certified or licensed to practice. 
Marshall University psychology, special education, counseling, business and social work students may 
want to seek this additional degree to enhance their employment options. Students pursuing other 
graduate degrees related to rehabilitation services (e.g., communication disorders, counseling, nursing and 
social work) or business may want to complete coursework in the area to learn more about evidence-
based practices derived from ABA.  
 
Nationally, this is a highly sought after degree program. A Hanover Academic Assessment report noted 
that the program would be viable with the following key points: 

• Employment prospects for students with the M.A. in ABA degree are excellent and expected to 
grow by 10.3# through 2031. 

• There are thousands of job listings in this field. 
• There are no similar programs in West Virginia, giving Marshall University the competitive edge. 
• Marshall University’s proposed program would provide supervised fieldwork as part of the 

curriculum, something that will likely be appealing to many prospective students. Many other 
institutions require students to find their own fieldwork opportunities. 
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The proposed M.A. in ABA will attract new students to Marshall University. Specifically, the program 
will be attractive to recent college graduates seeking certification, students enrolled in other rehabilitation 
degree programs who want to improve employability, business students, teachers and other professionals. 
 
Fiscal Note 
The program will require the addition of new courses and staff. Enrollment and budget projections 
demonstrate that the program will become self-sufficient within 10 years of operation. 
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Marshall University Board of Governors  

Meeting of April 10, 2024 

 

ITEM: Approval of 2023-2024 Academic Program Review 

Recommendations 

 

COMMITTEE:   Academic and Student Affairs Committee 

 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Resolved, that the Academic and Student Affairs Committee 

does hereby recommend that the Marshall University Board of 

Governors approve the 2023-2024 Academic Program Review 

Recommendations. 

 

STAFF MEMBER:   Avi Mukherjee 

Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 

 

BACKGROUND: 

 

The Division of Academic Affairs recommends the following actions based upon the Academic Program 

Review of scheduled programs for 20232024. 

 

Undergraduate Degree Programs Recommendations 

Foreign LanguagesBA Improve the program through advancements in 

efficiency, quality, productivity and focus. We make 

the following specific recommendations: 

 The program needs a viable and workable 

assessment implementation plan. Faculty need a 

reliable and dependable strategy to collect, 

analyze and report assessment results annually. 

Using those results, the program should develop 

an appropriate action plan to improve students’ 

attainment of the program’s expected learning 

outcomes. 

 Communication between specific language 

programs (e.g., Spanish, French, Japanese, etc.) 

needs to be improved. Independently operating 

silos, grouped by language, have formed and 

are preventing efficient sharing of resources 

and collaboration where needed. 

 A detailed and realistic plan for improvement is 

needed. This should be accompanied by 

redoubled efforts in marketing and recruitment 

for the foreign languages majors. Beyond the 

intrinsic value of language learning, earning a 

degree in another language opens doors to a 

range of career opportunities in international 

relations, business, diplomacy and more. 
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HistoryBA Continue at current level 

HumanitiesBA Continue at current level 

SociologyBA (includes Anthropology 

major) 

Continue at current level 

Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) Continue at current level 

Bachelor of Arts (BA) in the Arts Continue at current level 

Regents’ Bachelor of Arts (RBA) Continue at current level 

Biological SciencesBS Continue at current level 

Health SciencesBS Continue at current level 

 

Graduate Degree Programs Recommendations 

HistoryMA Continue at current level 

HumanitiesMA Continue at current level 

SociologyMA Consolidate the program with another existing 

program. We make the following specific 

recommendation: 

 Explore combining this program with a related 

Marshall M.A. program. We will provide the 

BOG an update regarding this action during 

academic year 20242025. 

MusicMA Continue at current level 

Biological SciencesMS/MA Continue at current level 

Pharmaceutical SciencesMS/MA Continue at current level 

PharmacyPharmD Continue at current level 

Physical TherapyDPT Continue at current level 

 

Graduate Certificate Programs Recommendations 

Appalachian Studies Continue at current level 

Bioinformatics Discontinue the program after all enrolled students 

have completed it. This recommendation is made due 

to minimal past enrollment, no completers during the 

review period and lack of qualified instructors at the 

present time. 

Latin Continue at current level 

Public History Continue at current level 

Women’s Studies Continue at current level 
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• 2-year Colleges & Transfer Students
• HLC Quality Initiative

• Online Programs
• Certifications & MicroCredentials

• AA Strategic Planning
• Strategic Planning for Colleges

• Student Success
• Career Planning
• Advisory Council of Faculty

Aug 2023

Oct 2023

Feb 2024 Dec 2023

Apr 2024

Jun 2024

Annual Activity Calendar 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee

Recurring Items

• Approval of Minutes
• Action Items (as needed)

o Undergrad or Graduate
Addition, Deletion, or
Change of Degree

o Program Reviews
• Provost Update
• Intercultural and Student Affairs

Update (full board in December)

Updated February 2024

• Graduate Studies
• Strategic Planning for Student Affairs

• Strategic Enrollment Management
• International Recruitment
• Dual Enrollment
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The Advisory Council of Faculty (ACF)

Amine Oudghir i-Otmani, EdD

Visit ing Assistant Professor – Department of English
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1- What is ACF?

2- What does ACF do?

3- ACF meetings

4- ACF and the legislature

5- ACF legislative priorities

6- ACF updates from this academic year
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What is ACF?

o ACF is a body of faculty from West Virginia’s 
higher education institutions. This body was 
established pursuant to West Virginia Code §18B-6-2

o ACF members represent four-year institutions as 
well as institutions from the community college 
system.

o Faculty from each institution elect their 
representative to the ACF; the representative serves 
for a two-year renewable term.
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What does ACF do?

o ACF serves as a resource to the legislature and 
advises the legislature on higher education.

o ACF provides advice to the Higher Education Policy 
Commission and the Council  for Community and 
Technical College Education in the development of 
policies and matters pertaining to higher education.

o ACF reports to and advises local boards of governors 
and faculty consti tuents on issues pertaining to 
higher education.

o ACF provides a voice for 4,189 full -t ime and 1,961 
part-t ime HEPC faculty and 558 full-t ime and 1,082 
part-t ime CTCS faculty.
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ACF meetings

o ACF meets at least twice every semester.

o We are joined by HEPC’s Executive Vice 
Chancellor for Administration as well as HEPC’s 
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

o Our yearly retreat kickstarts the new academic 
year.
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ACF and the legislature

o We used to meet with state legislators in-person at 
the state capitol in Charleston around February of 
every year.

o Our legislative correspondent led meetings with 
key members of the house and senate leadership.

o We don’t know if we will ever be able to bring 
back these in-person meetings with the legislature 
as there are indications the legislature is not 
interested at this time.
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ACF legislative priorities

o Increase funding for higher education to prepare our 
students for the dynamic needs of West Virginia.

o Fully fund PEIA and explore alternatives to meet the 
needs of state employees for affordable and 
accessible healthcare.

o Include faculty representation in higher education
planning and decision making.

o Ensure transparent,  fair,  and equitable employment 
processes for higher education faculty and staff.

o Preserve the autonomy of Boards of Governors to 
regulate the safety and security of their campuses.
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Streamlined legislative priorities

o Student success

o Economic development

o Autonomy of board of governors
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ACF updates from this AY

o Meetings mostly consisted of discussions of bil ls  that 
were moving fast  either in the house or the senate 
and whose impact on higher education insti tutions 
was deemed enormous.

o Bills of notable mention were the DEI bil l ,  campus 
carry,  hunger-free campus act ,  among other bil ls .

o A few other important i tems of discussion have been 
Early College coming together with $4 mill ion in 
funding.

o Another i tem of discussion has been AI and i ts 
possible posit ive and negative effects on instruction 
and learning.
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Thank you

Questions?
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ACF Report 
Faculty Senate 
Aug. 31, 2023 

 
The Advisory Council of Faculty (ACF) met over Zoom twice following the spring semester’s last 
Faculty Senate meeting. The first meeting was on Friday, Apr. 28, and the second meeting was on 
Monday, July 24 from 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. 
 
The following were important highlights from the meetings: 
 
I- We welcomed our new representatives and discussed the purpose and functions of ACF as 
defined in the WV Code. A new Chair was elected at the July meeting while the vice chair, secretary, 
webmaster, and legislative correspondent will continue in their current role for another term. 
 
II- Discussion ensued regarding tenure at the community college level. According to Code, 
community colleges can have “no more” than 20% of their faculty tenured.  Since then, tenure has 
“gone away” from many of the community colleges, and the number of faculty with tenure has been 
drastically reduced since then. Series 9 spells it out well for four-year schools, and Dr. Corley 
Dennison, HEPC’s Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, suggested community college 
representatives look at that document for guidance on preparing something collectively. 
 
III- The next agenda item was the ACF annual retreat. It is written in WV Code that ACF will have 
a retreat once a year and the colleges will provide funding for travel, lodging, and food for their 
representatives to attend ACF meetings and retreats. 
 
IV- We discussed Early College at the end of the meeting. Dr. Corley Dennison reported that Early 
College is coming together with $4 million in funding, guaranteeing the state HEPC office will 
provide $75/credit hour but only 475 students will be allowed to register from each school. This will 
apply to both two-year and four-year schools, although the community colleges have been offering a 
lot of these courses already. Dr. Dennison thinks we will see dual enrollment being pushed and that 
micro credentials and certifications will be more common, in addition to “alternative pathways” 
including apprenticeships. There was also a question regarding credentials of high school faculty 
who are teaching college courses. Dr. Dennison reported the HLC may be relaxing some of their 
requirements for college level faculty and allowing experience, continuing education, and related 
instruction to count toward being qualified to teach certain college courses. 
 
V- The meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m. The HEPC is scheduled to meet on Sep. 15, 2023 and Dec. 
15, 2023 (Fridays) in person with a Zoom option. ACF’s next meeting will take place at the annual 
retreat in Stonewall Resort from Friday – Sunday, Nov. 3 – 5, 2023, tentatively starting at 3:00 p.m. 
on Friday and meeting from 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. on Saturday, in person. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Respectfully delivered, 
 

Amine Oudghiri-Otmani 

ACF Representative 
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ACF Report – Faculty Senate – Nov. 30, 2023 
 

The Advisory Council of Faculty (ACF) met in person at Stonewall Resort on Nov 3-4. The first 
meeting was on Friday, Nov. 3, and the second meeting was on Monday, Nov. 4. The following are 
a few important highlights from the two meetings: 
 
Friday, Nov. 3 
 
I- We started out by approving minutes from the July 24 meeting. Members then introduced 
themselves, and we welcomed new representatives, followed by a discussion of the purpose and 
function of ACF as defined in WV Code. 
 
II- Matt Turner, Executive Vice Chancellor for Administration, HEPC, and Jade Irving, Senior 
Project Officer for the Campus Carry bill, were our first guest speakers. Matt Turner conducted a 
brief review of the campus carry bill and discussed concerns as well next steps. 
 
III- The next guest speaker was Travis Mollohan, Director of Gov’t Relations. Mr. Mollohan spoke 
about potential higher ed legislation for 2024. In terms of DEI – diversity, equity, and inclusion, Mr. 
Mollohan reported that he and his team were watching for that issue in the upcoming year; older 
versions of the bill had provisions for higher ed, but those were eventually removed. He was not 
sure if those would come up again. In terms of tenure, no tenure bill has been introduced in WV for 
20 years. Tenure bills have historically never moved beyond being introduced. In terms of PEIA, the 
PEIA board says they may be considering raising premiums again this year.  The institutions’ share 
of the cost is also under discussion. On the bright side, however, WV may have a surplus this year, 
so it possible that we won’t have cuts to our budgets and may get some additional funding. 
 
IV- Madison Santmyer, Chai of the, State Advisory Council of Students from WVU and Walker 
Tatum, Vice-Chair of the council from Marshall, were the next guest speakers.  Madison and Walker 
spoke on student concerns, including decreasing enrollment, retaining graduating students in WV, 
the Hunger Free Campus Act legislation, and other state-wide service initiatives. 
 
Saturday, Nov. 4 
 
V- Dr. Corley Dennison, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, anticipated that 25% of the House 
is retiring this year and the governor’s office spot will be open. In terms of declining numbers, Dr. 
Dennison discussed population growth; some states are growing, but WV is not.  Data from the US 
Census Bureau indicate that we are having fewer children, and the prediction is that numbers will 
level off and start dropping again into the 2030s. 
 
VI- Dr. Dennison’s report was followed by a discussion of AI and ChatGPT; a few institutional 
concerns from the respective institutions were also shared. We concluded the retreat with a 
discussion of legislative concerns and a business meeting that included a discussion of agenda items 
for the next meeting, which is scheduled for January 19 at 1 p.m. 
 
Respectfully delivered, 

Amine Oudghiri-Otmani 

ACF Representative 
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ACF Report – Faculty Senate – Feb. 15, 2024 
 
The Advisory Council of Faculty (ACF) had a Zoom meeting on Friday, Jan. 19 from 10:00 – noon, 
one day after last month’s Faculty Senate meeting. The following are important highlights from the 
meeting: 
 
I- We started by approving the November minutes. We also welcomed two new ACF members 
from Bluefield State University and Eastern CTC and proceeded to discuss tenure and other matters 
of concern to faculty at the CTC level. 
 
II- We then moved to discuss HB 4387 from last year, the DEI bill, which may be re-introduced in 
a more comprehensive version this year. ACF as a body asked to put together a list of courses, 
majors, programs, accreditation, research, professional licensure, or grants that require a 
commitment to DEI and could be affected by the bill. FL has an exemption for accredited 
programs.  Last year’s version of HB 4387 limited what administrators could do but did not try to 
limit what faculty could do; interpretation is that it could affect college-wide diversity efforts but not 
academic freedom at this point. We also discussed the hunger-free campus bill, which did not pass 
last session, perhaps due to the cost. 
 
III- Dr. Corley Dennison, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at HEPC, joined the meeting and 
gave a heads-up about several bills. Dr. Dennison reported about 1,200 bills have already been 
introduced and started with HB 4011 on “obscene materials.” This bill affects discussions or lessons 
on biological/reproductive issues but affects mostly K-12, not higher ed.  The bill includes language 
that “schools will be exempted from criminal liability if they use an ‘approved state curriculum’.” 
The House of Delegates has also established a committee on AI to “receive testimony, consider 
legislation, and recommend action to the Speaker of the House regarding all issues relating to AI in 
WV.”  They are currently looking for “experts.” With regards to the campus carry bill, each 
institution has to have plans in place by July of 2024 when the bill goes into effect.  ACF entertained 
the idea of reaching out to Texas or other states that have passed a similar bill for ideas and 
information about the effects. We also briefly discussed dual enrollment. There are 6,500 students 
now in dual enrollment initiatives; initially, only about 4,200 were expected.  More data will be 
collected for fall and spring. With regards to OERs (Open Educational resources), implementation 
of OER courses has saved WV students $3.7 million so far. Round 7 of the $1,000 mini grants is out 
now. 
 
IV- We concluded the meeting by discussing PEIA. It was recommended that each institution 
should determine their cost for the suggested 5% salary increase to offset the 10% PEIA increase 
for employees and the college (e.g., employees funded by the state vs. those funded by grants).  If 
institutional costs are deducted and some cost goes for merit or those who aren’t at market equity, 
we may not get the full 5%. 
 
VI- The meeting adjourned at 12:05 p.m. The next ACF meeting is scheduled to be held in the 
HEPC headquarters in Charleston, but a date is yet to be deternined. 
 
Respectfully delivered, 

Amine Oudghiri-Otmani 

ACF Representative 
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ACF Report – Faculty Senate – Mar. 14, 2024 
 
The Advisory Council of Faculty (ACF) had a Zoom meeting on Friday, Feb. 23 from 1:00 – 3:00. 
The following are important highlights from the meeting: 
 
I- We started by approving the January minutes.  
 
II- We then moved to discuss a number of bills, a couple of which died and hence did not pass 
following our meeting, namely “Women's Bill of Rights” (and other various forms of anti-trans 
legislation) and bans on critical race theory and the American Campuses Act.  
 
Some bills that passed were “In God We Trust” being displayed at higher education institutions, 
which is a light version as the original called for the slogan to be displayed in every class. The current 
version only says the student center. The other bill that passed was “Intelligent Design” can now be 
taught in K-12 as long as it is taught with other scientific theories, namely evolution. 
 
The state budget, which includes a 5% pay raise for all state employees, also passed. The legislature 
will essentially give institutions only enough money to give the 5% to all employees who are 
classified as state employees, except the School of Medicine. 
 
III- The next ACF meeting is scheduled to be held Apr. 19. 
 
Respectfully delivered, 

Amine Oudghiri-Otmani 

ACF Representative 
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Preparing Students for Success: A Forecasting Model

1
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Coordinated Care

Service Model

Individualized Educational Experiences

Seeing Beyond the Standard Markers

Opportunities to Collaborate

Streamlined Services
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Student Success Forecasting Model (SSFM)
Institutional Data

• ACT scores, SAT scores, housing status, first-generation 
status, etc.

Non-cognitive data

• Grit (Duckworth et al., 2007)

• Orientation Survey

Analyses: SEM and Regression

• First semester retention, first semester GPA, fall-to-fall retention, fall-to-fall GPA, 
four-year graduation rates, six-year graduation rates, first term cumulative GPA, etc. 

Cohorts

• Experimental Fall 2019

• First Full Fall 2020
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Scales

Negative Student Factors

• higher subscale scores predict lower first term GPA

Student / Family Resources

• higher subscale scores equal lower GPA

Student Change

Pilot Scales

• University Climate

• Marshall and College Fit
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Scales (Negative Student Factors)

Sample Questions

•I would like some help in improving 
my study habits.

•Unemployment has been a factor in 
your academics.

•I have food insecurity.
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Scales (Student Family Resources)

Sample Questions

•I have to provide care for a family member 
who is not my child.

•I have to occasionally skip a meal because 
of financial problems.

•I have financial problems that are very 
distracting and troublesome.
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Scales (Student Change)

I have found a potential career that 
strongly interests me.

I have found a potential career that 
strongly interests me.

I will likely change my career choice. 

I will likely change my major field.
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Pilot Scales

University Climate (15 
questions total)

• Marshall responds quickly 
when I request 
information.

• Adequate financial aid is 
available.

Marshall and College Fit 
(12 questions total)

• I am confident in my 
choice to attend Marshall.

• Marshall is a good fit for 
me.

• Summer Melt 
Intervention
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Assessment Snapshot

First Term GPA
Low “Risk” (1.45 and greater) = 3.43 GPA

Medium (1.09 to 1.44) = 3.03 GPA

High (less than 1.08 Standardized Risk Score) = 
2.46 GPA

Hours Completed
Low = 30.17

Medium = 22.33

High = 16.11
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Timeline and Impact
Orientation

• How soon is too soon to intervene?
• Enrollment Management Partnership

Advising

• Coordinated Care
• Risk

• Advisor Input

• 14 Centralized Questions

• Streamlined Services

Additional Survey Uses

• First Generation
• Technology

• First Year Seminar (First Year 
Experience)

• English Placement

• Summer Melt

Stakeholders

• Collaborations
• New Ideas
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Marshall as a Leader
Fugett, A. & Atkins, C. (2024). Data-Informed Holistic Advising: A Practical Approach to Student Success. Paper to be presented at the NACADA Annual Conference. Pittsburgh, PA.

Atkins, C., Fugett, A. & Black, B. (2023, October). Reframing Risk With Individualized Student Interventions to Increase Student Success. Half-day Workshop presented and facilitated at the annual National Symposium on Student Retention. New Orleans, LA.

Fugett, A. & Davis, S. (2023, October). Bring Data to Life: Improve Retention & Student Connections Using Student Success Forecasting Model. Paper presented at the NACADA Annual Conference. Orlando, FL.

Fugett, A., Atkins, C., Schray, K., & McComas, K. (2023, April). Using Risk Analytics to Develop and Support Student Success Initiatives and Interventions. 2022-2023 Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE) Webinar Series presented April 
2023.

Whalen, S., Fugett, A., Shedd, J., & Kochera Kirby, Y. (2022, October). CSRDE: Data to Support Student Success. Invited presentation participation featuring work at Marshall University at the annual National Symposium on Student Retention. San Diego, 
CA.

Fugett, A., McComas, K., and Black. B. (2022, October). Creating Targeted and Date-Based Interventions. Half-day Workshop presented and facilitated at the annual National Symposium on Student Retention. San Diego, CA.

Fugett, A., Smith, S., Atkins, C., Schray, K., & McComas, K. (2021). Us ing Risk Analytics to Develop and Support Student Success Initiatives and Interventions. Paper published in the Proceedings of the 17th Annual National Symposium on Student Retention.

Fugett, A. & McComas, K. (2021, October). Student Success Forecasting Model: Building Student Capacity Through Personalized I nterventions. Paper presented vi rtually at the 28th Annual Conference on Students in Transition to be held vi rtually. 

Fugett, A., Atkins, C., & Schray, K. (2020, November). How COVID-19 is Changing Student Success Efforts and How We Measure “Success”. Coffee Talk Discussion presented and facilitated virtually at the annual National Symposium on Student Retention.

Fugett, A. & Atkins, C. (2020, October). Risk Analytics for Student Success: Identification and Intervention. Paper presented  virtually at the Annual Meeting of EDUCAUSE.

Fugett, A. & Stepp, S. (2019, October). Designing and Implementing a  Measurable and Assessable Persistence and Completion Initiative. Half day pre-conference seminar paper presented at the annual National Symposium on Student Retention. New Orleans, 
LA.

Smith, M., Fugett, A., & Smith, S. (2018). I lluminating the Invisible: An Experimental, Faculty-Driven Approach to Middle-Ability Retention. Paper published in the Proceedings of the 14th Annual National Symposium on Student Retention.
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Questions
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Marshall University
College to Career

HERD Connect Alumni Mentors

Cris McDavid, Director, Office of Career Education
Matt James, Executive Director, Office of Alumni Relations

April 10, 2024
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The goal of the Herd Connect Mentor Program is to 

build leadership amongst advisors, faculty, alumni, 

and students by pairing students with trusted and 

knowledgeable mentors who will guide them as they 

transition:

•to becoming a first-time college student or 

returning to college;

•to deciding on and committing to a specific major;

•from lower division to upper division (general 

education to disciplinary specialties) 

coursework; or

•from undergraduate student to successful 

professional.

What is HERD Connect?
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• As students progress through 

college, their needs change, mature, 

and become more specific and 

focused.

• The needs of first-time, first-year 

students, for example, differ greatly 

from those of rising juniors or 

graduating seniors.

• All students can benefit from having 

a relationship with supportive 

mentors.

3

Why HERD Connect?
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4

 P E E R 
M E N T O R S 

P R O F E S S I O N A L 
A D V I S O R S 

F A C U L T Y 
M E N T O R S 

A L U M 
M E N T O R S 

L1 (0 – 29 hours)     

L2 (30-59 hours)     

L3 (60-89 hours)     

L4 (90+ hours)     

 

When are Mentors Assigned?
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How Does It Work?
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How Does It Work?

Office of Career Education met with 

the alumni chapter president’s council 

to pilot a sign-up form for feedback.

The initial pilot program was only 

shared with alumni chapter leaders 

and members of the 

Marshall University Alumni Association 

Board of Directors, resulting in an initial 

46 members as of March 2024.

These pilot members will provide 

the basis for getting the Herd Connect 

Alumni portion of the program off the 

ground.

Recruitment
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• Smartsheet form connects to PowerBI to create 

Herd Connect Mentor Directory

• Students browse the directory of mentors; 

filterable

• Student clicks the Handshake link of the desired 

mentor; this triggers a message from Handshake 

to the Mentor

• Mentor will connect through Handshake or Teams

How Does It Work?

Student Connection
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Volunteers

What Do We Need?

• The immediate 

goal is to place 100 

students with 

alumni.

• Continued 

recruitment with 

alumni chapters.

• Training

• Develop a comprehensive 

communications campaign 

including physical and 

digital materials

• A promotional video 

explaining the program

• Mass email to more than 

70,000 alumni to generate 

interest in the mentoring 

program

• Use key stakeholders, 

such as academic 

advisors, faculty, and 

HerdLink student 

organizations, to 

match rising seniors 

with mentors

Communications Student Support
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T h a n k  y o u  
f r o m
H E R D  

C o n n e c t
A l u m n i  

M e n t o r s !

Questions?
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